A GUIDE TO DEALING WITH STRESS

INTRODUCTION

To an extent, stress is a fact of life for most of us. Its purpose is to
overcharge the body system and give it the necessary strength, energy,
and acuity needed to overcome the problem in view. However, stress can
be very taxing, and chronic stress is nothing to be toyed with.
But to deal with stress, you need to have an apt understanding of it and
what causes it. Sometimes, the solution to our stress lies in the most
mundane things, while other times, we’ll have to seek external
assistance.
This eBook will help you with all that’s needed to know about stress and
dealing with it.
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UNDERSTANDING STRESS

Stress is a feeling of physical or emotional tension, a surge in hormones
as we make a choice between fleeing, fighting, and freezing. However,
let’s first debunk the myth that stress is a bad thing; it’s absolutely not.
Without the ability of the human body to feel stress, human beings will
be extinct. In the Stone Age, the primary mode of diagnosing is stress,
and it’s still being used today—although it’s no longer seen as the
ultimate symptom.
The feeling of stress is a feeling response. When the body feels stressed,
it sees this as an attack on its normal function and flips over to the
“fight or flight mode.” It does this by releasing a mix of chemicals like
norepinephrine, cortisol, and adrenaline to the body system and enables
the body for a heightened physical action. It directs the blood in the
digestive system and some other unnecessary sites to the muscles—
that’s why a lot of persons hardly feel hungry when they’re in “panic
mode.”
Let’s use this example to help break it down: Let’s assume that you’re
face-to-face in a life-threatening situation with a wild animal. Your
heart will start racing fast, and you’ll have a fast breathing sensation
because of the adrenaline—this will be followed by a boost in energy.
This way, you can respond to the situation faster than you’ll normally do.
A more profound situation where this comes to play is in a near-accident
situation where you swiftly slam the brake.
However, it becomes a problem when the body goes into a perpetual
state of stress for a prolonged period. How is this a problem? Anytime
blood rushes to the muscles needed to flee or fight, the flow of blood
into the brain reduces. This can reduce the cognitive ability of the brain,
a situation that hinders optimum performance in our home, and work. If
we remain in this state for too long, it’ll negatively affect our health. It
results in having an elevated cortisol level, which further leads to an
increase in blood sugar, blood pressure, and a reduction in libido.
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TYPES OF STRESS

To deal with stress, you need to further understand it by knowing the
types; this way, you’ll know when you should call for help.
The three types of stress that exists are;
1. Acute Stress
2. Episodic Stress
3. Chronic Stress
1.

ACUTE STRESS

:

You know that feeling when you have
lots of office work and deadlines
approaching, you barely miss a vehicle
accident, or you got an emergency call
from home.
Your heart will race faster, and your
blood pressure will rise. You might
begin to feel chest pain or migraine
Other common symptoms of this type of
stress are sadness, gut problems, back
pain, headaches, and anxiety. These
symptoms usually show up for a short
time, and they usually subside when the
situation eases.
However, our minds sometimes prolong
acute stress. You might be worried
about the future, your marriage, or an
approaching deadline. As such, our
thought can replay these scenarios and
put us in this state of stress again.

2.

EPISODIC STRESS

:

When a crisis that causes acute stress
happens to you regularly, and it causes you
to live in a state of tension, then it can lead
to episodic stress. If you constantly worry
about something, your body will be angry
and tense.
Although symptoms of acute stress are very
similar to episodic stress, they still have
some noteworthy differences. Let’s paint a
scenario to help you get the explanation:
Assuming your company has some issues,
and your boss is stressed out, turning over
some emergency duty to you, which results
in tight deadlines that keep coming up—that
is episodic stress. And if not checked, this
pattern of episodic stress will affect your
productivity.
This risk even rises if you have bad coping
strategies like overeating, binge drinking,
etc. These coping strategies can lead to more
emotional issues like anxiety and depression.
If episodic stress is poorly managed, it can
result in illnesses like hypertension, stroke,
and heart disease.
3.

CHRONIC STRESS

:

This is a type of stress that creeps in and weighs us down for a long
period. It’s often from issues that are fundamentally beyond our
influence, e.g., racism, war, or poverty.
If you suffered a war experience, you’d likely have chronic stress even
though everything looks okay on the surface. You’ll believe that there is a
possibility of a reoccurrence even though there’s nothing that suggests
that.
Whether the problem lies in your difficult circumstance or mindset, quite
often, most people accept the status quo and accommodate the source of
stress—this is the most common root of chronic stress.
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EFFECT OF STRESS YOU SHOULD NOT IGNORE

1.

2.

WEAKENED IMMUNE SYSTEM

The pesky feeling can detract from your
health and increase your susceptibility to
colds and illnesses. Stress lowers the
capacity of your immune system to fight-off
micro-organisms. This is more felt in winter
when the probability of being down to cold
and flu is high.
3.

MEMORY LOSS

Have you noticed that
you tend to be forgetful
when stressed? You’re
not the only one, most
people
have
also
reported
this
phenomenon, and there
are scientific researches
backing that.
Researchers have shown
that
stress
affects
cognitive function, which
increases memory loss
and
reduces
concentration. For most
people, this lack of
concentration
significantly decreases
their productivity.

DECREASED ATTRACTIVE LEVELS

Is stress killing your game? Scientists believe that
it might. Research has shown that women are less
attracted to men with a high level of stress
hormone.

4.

LOWER SEX DRIVE

Still on your sex life, studies
have shown that individuals
will chronic stress have lower
libido. To further compound
the problem, such individuals
claim
to
derive
little
satisfaction from their sex
life. This problem can further
cause additional stress due to
relationship problems and
other life issues.

5.

EXPEDITED AGING

Even with the bogus claims
of having creams and
treatment that can make you
look younger, stress will still
make you age quicker.
Chronic stress shortens the
telomeres, which is a
protective cap that is located
on the cell chromosomes. It
causes your skin cells to age
faster, which will make you
develop wrinkles earlier than
normal. Try getting a
supplement for that!
6.

IRREGULARITIES OF HORMONES

Chronic stress has been fingered as the source
of a decrease in hormone levels in women. For
example, the production of estrogen and
progesterone reduces during stress, while the
level of cortisol increases significantly. This
irregularity can result in missed or painful
periods, reduce sexual libido, and cause
emotional imbalance. It can also lead to difficulty
in childbirth for women trying to get pregnant.

7.

SKIN DAMAGE

Chronic stress will
make you feel and look
stellar. As you may
know, stress causes an
acne breakout and
makes an existing one
worse,
probably
because of androgen
production. It can also
affect your hair by
making
you
have
lifeless strands, hair
loss, and making the
remaining hair dull.

8.

SLEEP DISORDERS

It is essential to have
adequate sleep, and lack of it
can snowball into lots of
problems. However, stress
leads to hyperarousal, a
biological state where an
individual finds it difficult to
sleep. People with acute
stress will have their
problems go with time, but
those with chronic stress
might have long-term sleep
disorders.
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HOW TO DEAL WITH STRESS

In this modern-day, it’s impossible not to get stressed once a while.
While multitasking between family, work, and other commitments, it’s
easy to become overwhelmed and stressed. But you need to take steps to
prevent stress and even deal with it because stress is an underdog that
can spiral into lots of mental and physical problems.
Learning how to deal with stress requires the right knowledge and
determination, but it’s a monster that everyone needs to fight. As such,
we’ve articulated ten things you can do to deal with stress.

1.

EXERCISE

One of the most effective ways to calm your mind and body is by
working out regularly. Exercise can also improve your mood, but you
must be consistent with it before you can notice its effect.
So how much exercise should you do weekly to manage stress?
150 minutes of moderately intense exercise (brisk walks) or 1 hour 15
minutes of vigorous exercise (Jogging, swimming laps, etc.) is good
enough.
Try to set realistic goals, and more importantly, remember that any
exercise is better than none, irrespective of the time you used to exercise.

2.

RELAX YOUR MUSCLES

Muscles become tense when
stressed. As such, try to loosen
them by doing the following:
• Take a shower with warm water
• Stretch
• Have a massage
• Have a quiet sleep

3.

DEEP BREATHING

You can take the pressure out of your mind by stopping and taking deep
breaths. It’s amazing how effective this method is. To practice deep
breathing, do the following:
• Find a comfortable place to sit.
• Place your feet on the floor and your hands in your lap
• Close your eyes
• Picture yourself in your favorite location to relax—it should be a
location that makes you feel at peace.
• Take deep breaths in and take another out (Perform this slowly).

4.

EAT RIGHT

Ensure that you
always eat a
balanced
diet.
When you do this,
you will have a
brighter mood and
have the right
energy for the
day’s tasks.

5.

SLOW DOWN

Quite often, we get so
busy with the daily
tasks that we forget
to take short rests.
And sometimes, all it
takes to relieve our
stress are those little
breaks. Look at your
schedule, and create
room for small breaks.

For example:
• Alter the time on your watch to 10 minutes ahead. This will prevent
the rush of being late as you’ll get to your meetings on time.
• Opt for the slow lane when driving
• Breakdown big projects into smaller milestones. Celebrate yourself
when you meet any milestone.

6.

BREAKS MATTER

You should plan for breaks
to allow your mind to
regain its vigor. If you’re a
very ambitious person who
likes setting goals, you
mind find this difficult at
first, but you’ll certainly
get used to it with time.
During those breaks,
engage in restful things
like:
• Yoga
• Meditation
• Tai Chi
• Visiting the park
• Prayer

7.

MAKE TIME FOR HOBBIES

You should dedicate some time to enjoying your hobbies. Engage in an
activity that’ll help you to relieve your stress and reinvigorate your mind.
You don’t have to spend hours on this; a few minutes should suffice.
Common relaxing hobbies are:
• Knitting
• Playing golf
• Reading
• Doing puzzles
• Playing video games
• Knitting
• Swimming

8.

OPEN UP ON YOUR CAUSE OF STRESS

If you’re stressed because you constantly ruminate
about a problem, then you should open up to a trusted
ally or family member. If the matter requires help from
an external person, then open up to your therapist,
clergyman, or your doctor.
If you’re good at self-talking, you can engage in it as
long as it’s positive words you’re saying. Listen to what
you say to yourself when stressed; if they’re negative
words, then try changing it to something positive.

9.

GET RID OF YOUR TRIGGERS

Identify your source of stress. If you can pinpoint these sources, try to
eliminate or reduce their interaction with your life.
If you have difficulties identify these causes, get a stress journal. Note
your experiences when anxious, and find a pattern.

10.

GO EASY ON YOURSELF

Come to terms with the fact that things won’t always go your way. As
such, stop focusing on the things that are not going as planned, and
focus on the things you’ve achieved. And don’t forget to engage your
sense of humor. Laughter is an immense stress reliever; it might be all
you need.
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SIGNS YOU NEED HELP

It’s not everyone that responds to stress the same way. There are some
signs to look out for when our stress level is affecting our mental
wellbeing and our physical health beyond the level we can take. Even
with similar life experiences, how stress level will still differ based on
personality, cultural background, past experiences, the situation faced,
and social supports.
If you notice these signs, you should consult a therapist:
• Feeling unable to cope
• Inability to stop worrying
• Unexplainable fatigue or exhaustion and prolonged difficulty sleeping
• Withdrawal from family and friends
• Reliance on narcotics to cope
• Thoughts of suicide

